Factors facilitating patient satisfaction among women with medically unexplained long-term fatigue: a relational perspective
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Abstract

Bodily conditions that are difficult to identify, explain and treat with the aid of medical knowledge and technology appear to be particularly challenging to medical encounters. Patients are often dissatisfied with the help they receive, and they often experience that their medical needs are not met. To explore factors facilitating patient satisfaction among patients with a medically unexplained condition we ask: what is the importance of individual versus relational factors in facilitating patient satisfaction in clinical encounters between general practitioners (GPs) and women with medically unexplained long-term fatigue? We approach this question through a statistical analysis of survey data collected from a net sample of 431 women recruited through a patient organisation for people suffering from myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME) in 2013. Participants were asked about their experiences with general practitioners in the Norwegian national health system in two different phases: shortly after illness onset, and current regular GP last 12 months. The questions evolved around themes concerning shared understanding and decision-making, being taken seriously, being paid due respect, and being treated as an equal partner. Through descriptive statistics and multivariable logistic regression analyses, we explored how their experiences were related to individual and relational factors, respectively. Free-text comments from the questionnaires were used while interpreting the results. The analysis illuminates that relational aspects in medical encounters between GPs and ME-patients, especially continuity, congruence in doctor-patient views and being seen by a specialist, are important catalysts of patient satisfaction. The probability of being satisfied with the initial investigation was more than six times higher in women who were referred to specialists, compared to those who were not. We conclude that continuity of care and experiences of being in a partnership that operates on a common ground - a shared understanding of the patient’s illness – foster patient satisfaction among women with medically unexplained long-term fatigue.
Introduction

During the last decades, cultural changes have transformed the role of the doctor, the role of the patient, and the relation between them; assumingly to a less authoritative role of the doctor vis-à-vis the patient (Sacristán, 2013). Delivering evidence-based medical services of high quality, consistent with the patient’s medical needs and in a way that fosters doctor-patient partnership and shared decision-making, are qualities strived for in all Western health care systems (Hibbard & Greene, 2013). These objectives are promoted through health policy initiatives, but the decisive factor for success is found at the end of the line, in the meeting between patient and doctor. To understand what supports and hinders the realisation of these highly sought-after values we therefore need to study the micro-level of health care services, and preferably its core element: the medical encounter.

In medical encounters between doctors and patients presenting medically unexplained symptoms, which is estimated to be about one in five patients seen in primary care settings (olde Hartman, 2011), patient-doctor partnerships seem to be particularly difficult to achieve. For doctors, their credibility as competent partners is at stake (Horton-Salway, 2002). For patients, it is important to receive acceptance for having an actually existing disease (Nettleton, 2006). While describing such relationships, ‘battlefield’, ‘minefield’ and other warfare metaphors are used (Werner et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2009). If left unresolved, the situation might have a detrimental effect on patient’s coping skills (Edwards et al., 2007) and – in the end – the clinical outcome of consultations (Stone, 2014).

Medically unexplained long-term fatigue is a condition that seems to be particularly challenging, for both parties (Anderson et al., 2012; Stone, 2014). The most recent diagnosis for this condition – myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME) – is currently classified as a neuro-immunological condition in ICD-10 (WHO 2010, code G93.3). The key symptom is a post-exertional fatigue which does not disappear after resting, accompanied by wide range of
functional impairments, such as malaise, dys-regulation of body temperature, bowel problems, sleep disturbances and cognitive problems (Carruthers et al., 2011; NICE, 2014). Some become bed- or housebound for years. ME-patients often need long-term coordinated care from different providers, and GPs are usually their main partners. The worldwide estimated prevalence varies between 1 percent and 1–2 per thousand (Fluge et al., 2011), and those who receive this diagnosis are predominantly women (ratio estimated to be 6:1) (Capelli et al., 2010). The typical patient is often stereotyped as a well-educated perfectionist woman (Hart & Grace, 2000). These female connotations might contribute to the ways in which the two parties interact, and how they interpret this interaction.

ME is a typical medically unexplained condition. First of all, its aetiology is uncertain and heavily debated. Some describe ME as an autoimmune disease (Fluge et al., 2011); others as somatisation of stress (Wyller et al., 2009). Secondly, the symptoms are unaccounted for with observable biomarkers to verify organic disease. Thirdly, there is no known efficient medical treatment, and doctors’ main therapeutic tool is communication. Because the condition is difficult to identify, explain and treat with the aid of medical knowledge and technology, these encounters represent a serious challenge to doctor-patient collaborations (Stone, 2014; Anderson et al., 2012; Banks & Prior, 2001).

In this paper, we explore the experienced quality of health care services among women suffering from medically unexplained long-term fatigue. Our discussion is based on a statistical analysis of data collected through a questionnaire distributed to members of The Norwegian ME Association. We limit our study to 431 women and their experiences of the quality of consultations with general practitioners (GPs) within the Norwegian National Health System\(^1\), related to three main themes: 1) sense of partnership and shared decision-making, 2) experience of being taken seriously and being paid due respect, and 3) congruence in the ways in which doctor and patient understand their illness. Our main aim is to identify
factors that are associated with positive and negative patient experiences. Individual factors like age, education and health status are known to be important and persistent predictors of patient satisfaction (Hall & Dornan, 1990), but the question is: are these factors equally important for patients with medically unexplained conditions? Through statistical analyses of the survey data, we explore the importance of individual versus relational factors in facilitating patient satisfaction in clinical encounters between patients with medically unexplained long-term fatigue and their GPs.

**Patient satisfaction: theory and previous research**

Patient satisfaction, understood as “an individual’s cognitive evaluation of, and emotional reaction to, his or her health-care experience” (Shirley & Sanders, 2013: 1), measures the extent to which patients perceive their needs to be met (Serber et al., 2003). Such experiences have been widely studied in Western societies during the last decades, but we still lack knowledge about the interplay of underlying mechanisms that foster patient satisfaction in various clinical settings.

The quality medical encounters, as patients perceive it, is influenced by both patients and doctors, individually, and by relational factors that cannot be exclusively tied to one of them. A common assumption in these studies has been that *individual* explanatory factors are important, either related to the doctor (such as age, gender, speciality and empathic abilities), or to the patient (such as age, gender, socio-economic position (SEP), sense of coherence, mental state, disease specific knowledge, and health status). Empirical studies support these assumptions: women, older patients, patients with perceived better health status, and patients with lower education tend to be more satisfied (Rahmqvist & Bara, 2010; Jackson *et al.*, 2001; Hall & Dornan, 1990). Among *relational* factors we find communication style (Willems *et al.*, 2005; Hall *et al.*, 2014; Weisman & Teitelbaum, 1985), continuity of care
(Schieber et al., 2013; Salmon et al., 2005; Whear et al., 2013; Beach et al., 2013; Hall & Roter, 2002), experiences of partnership and shared decision-making (Street Jr et al., 2005; Ommen et al., 2011), congruence in doctor-patient beliefs (Serber et al., 2003; Krupat et al., 2001), and reciprocated trust (Croker et al., 2013). Greater satisfaction generally occurs “when the patient has the perception of being listened to, of being treated with respect, humanely and as fairly as others” (Sans-Corrales et al., 2006: 309). Satisfaction involves a kind of (often mutual) trust, and doctors who are caring, comforting and competent and exhibit good communication skills foster patient trust – and thereby patient satisfaction (Thom, 2001). Factors facilitating patient satisfaction probably intersect with each other in a complex web of both individual and relational aspects within the medical encounter, and the relative importance of the different factors are likely to vary in relation to the type of ailment patients have.

**Patient satisfaction among patients with medically unexplained symptoms**

Previous research on the experiences of patients presenting medically unexplained conditions has revealed that patients often feel stigmatised, psychologized and disbelieved by their doctors: “Accounts of being met with scepticism and lack of comprehension, feeling rejected, ignored, and being belittled, blamed for their condition and assigned psychological explanation models are common” (Werner & Malterud, 2003: 1409). In another study, olde Hartman and colleagues (olde Hartman et al., 2013) found that the patients’ reasons for seeking help rarely were explored by the doctors, that patients got ample opportunity to tell their story, and that doctors rarely incorporated the patients’ beliefs and concerns in their communication: “extensive explanations of the origin of the symptoms often did not take patients' beliefs and concerns into account” (olde Hartman et al., 2013: 354).

Epstein and colleagues (Epstein et al., 2006) report similar findings in an experimental study based on audio-recordings of consultations between two groups of actors
performing as standardised patients presenting chest-pain symptoms to 100 general practitioners. Both groups presented the same level of illness severity, but while one group presented classic symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), the other group presented poorly characterised chest pain with fatigue and dizziness (medically unexplained symptoms). Of the 100 doctors, 89 saw patients from both groups. Multivariate analyses of these 89 consultations in relation to measures of patient-centred communication, the researchers found statistically significant differences between the two types of consultations. For “patients” not presenting classical symptoms the doctors “did not explore and validate the patient’s reason for visit, and their ideas, expectations, feelings, and functioning as thoroughly as in the GERD role” (p. 272).

**Patient satisfaction among ME-patients**

According to previous research, which is mainly of a qualitative kind, people experiencing unexplained long-term fatigue often feel misinterpreted, psychologized, doubted and stigmatized by doctors who meet them with medical ignorance, scepticism and moralization (Aronowitz, 1998). According to a review of 34 qualitative studies, ME-patients often report that their doctors question their moral character, and throw into doubt the reality of their symptoms (Anderson et al., 2012). Women, who seem to be particularly exposed (Åsbring & Narvanen, 2002), report “being told over and over again that there was no disease, and ‘it is only in your head’ (Moss & Dyck, 2002: 89).” Their perceived lack of social support and accusations of malingering negatively affect their coping skills (Edwards et al., 2007). In online discussions on the internet, ME-patients complain about doctors who incorrectly attribute ME as being triggered by psychological factors, and who do not accept ME as a distinct somatic disease (Lian and Nettleton, 2014). Several studies show that many doctors have negative perceptions of these patients, holding the belief that they often exaggerate the
severity of their symptoms, and that they also are sceptical about ME as a clinical diagnosis and as a disease (Anderson et al., 2012).

**Study design**

This is a cross-sectional study based on quantitative data and methods. In order to collect the data detached from sites of care, it was collected from members of the Norwegian ME-association. By doing so, they could describe their experiences without fearing negative consequences for their relation with their GPs.

**Data**

In April and May 2013 (first invitation 22 April, reminder 22 May), a total of 811 members of the Norwegian ME-association received a postal survey where we invited them to participate in a study about how ME-patients experience the quality of services they are offered from the national health care system in Norway. Invitations were sent via emails by Norwegian Social Science Data Service (NSD) Web Survey, who received email addresses directly from the patient association. Only members with known email addresses were included (about 40 % of all members). Of those invited, 11,5 % were men. The data from the organisation did not include information about age or membership reason, so we asked the candidates to refrain from participating if they were below the age of 16, or not suffering from ME themselves. We do not know how many non-respondents were non-eligible.

**Participants**

A total of 488 people (60%) responded. Due to non-response from non-eligible receivers and return of emails from email addresses not in use, the actual response rate is assumed to be higher. In this study we exclude all men (53 respondents), all who did not give information about their gender (2 respondents) and women who did not give information about their age (2 respondents). That gives us a net sample of 431 female respondents. According to
themselves, 354 were diagnosed with ME, 31 with CFS and 70 with post-viral fatigue syndrome (multiple answers possible).

**Variables**

Participants were asked about their personal experiences with their GPs, mainly formulated by beginning with “to what extent”, and with four alternative answers ranging from “to a great extent” to “not at all”. These experiences were classified under two main headings: experiences with GP(s) shortly after illness onset and experiences with current regular GP last year. The seven questions that constitute the basis for our analyses are described in Table 2 and 3. From these we constructed seven dependent dichotomous variables by merging the answers “to a large or some extent” and “to a little extent or not at all” (Table 2). Participants were given the opportunity to give free-text comments to an open-ended question (“Is it something that you want to tell us that you have not yet said?”), which we used while interpreting the results of the statistical analyses.

Based on previous research we defined age, education, health status, seeing a specialist, duration of current regular GP relation, number of GP visits, and common understanding of the ailment between doctor and patient as factors likely to influence patient’s experiences. The independent variables were classified under the headings individual and relational variables (relational factors located between the two parties are closely entwined with individual ones, and therefore difficult to keep apart in real-life situations, but for analytical purposes we find it useful to separate them). Individual variables were age in years, education, and self-rated health. Six original education categories were merged into four due to low numbers in the lowest (no education: n=1) and highest (PhD: n=3) educational groups. Response options for self-rated health were reduced from five original categories (very bad - bad - fair - good - excellent) to four by merging “good” and “excellent”, due to low numbers (excellent - n=5). The relational variables were referrals to
specialist, whether they agreed in the doctor’s explanation of their illness, number of GP visits last year (given at least one visit), and duration of current regular GP-patient relationship.

**Analyses**

Data were analysed by means of descriptive statistics and logistic regressions. Correlations were tested with Spearman’s correlation coefficients. We decided on seven multivariable logistic regression models, one for each of the described dependent variables (three related to the initial phase, and four related to consultations with current regular GP last 12 months). Because we assumed that the importance of different factors would differ between different stages of the illness (diagnostic processes, which often include being referred to specialists, are most important in the initial phase), regression analyses of these two groups of models were set up with different independent variables. The independent variables were introduced collectively into the models. We used 95% confidence intervals (CI) throughout the study. All analyses were accomplished using Stata, version 13.1. In our interpretation, we drew on free-text comments given by the participants to an open-ended question.

**Ethics**

We received ethical approval for this study from the Norwegian Data Protection Official on the 17th of October 2012 (id. 31784). This approval covers all aspects of the study, including the information pack whereby we informed the candidates that their participation was voluntary, and that they could withdraw from the study at any time without giving any reasons for it. In addition, we gave details about the main purpose of the study, how to protect their anonymity, how to store the data, and our plans for publishing the results.
Results

The youngest woman in our sample was aged 16, the oldest aged 73 (median age = 47) (Table 1). More than two of three respondents defined their health as poor or very poor (Table 1), which is a higher proportion than the population average (9 percent for women in 2012, Statistics Norway, 2014a). Our sample has a higher proportion of people with university education than the Norwegian average (61 and 33 percent, respectively, Statistics Norway, 2014b). Median duration of ME symptoms at the time of participation was 12 years (mean 13.6 years). From illness onset to diagnosis given by a doctor, the median number of years was 4 (mean 7.0 years). Nearly two in three reported having a long-term relation with their current regular GP (e.g. three years or more). More than half of them reported seeing their GP five times or more last year (Table 1). Most participants had views on what had caused their illness, which were mainly an infection (72 percent), long-term stress (40 percent), a physical trauma (15 percent), a vaccine (14 percent), and/or a psychological trauma (13 percent) (multiple answers possible). Those who received an explanation of the cause of their illness by their GP(s) in the initial phase, if any, were given psychosomatic (26,8 %), psychological (20,4 %) or physical explanations (18,7 %). There were no significant correlations (>0.5) between the independent variables. A total of 226 women (52%) included free-text comments to elaborate their answers.

Patient’s experiences: an overview

About half of the 431 women reported that during GP visits shortly after illness onset, the GP(s) to a little or no extent investigated their ailment in a satisfactory manner (54%), and that the GP(s) to a little or no extent took their problems seriously (46%) (Table 2). The most negative answers appeared for the last and most general question – satisfaction altogether – where one in four answered “not at all” (Table 2).
Their experiences with their current regular GP were less negative (Table 3): about one in ten respondents answered that their current regular GP(s) to a little or no extent took them and their problems seriously (10%), paid them due respect (11%), allowed them to have an impact on decisions made (8%), and shared their understanding of ME (13%) (Table 3).

Patterns of patient satisfaction – initial phase
We found that the probability of being satisfied with the initial investigation made by their GP(s) was more than six times higher in women who had been referred to specialist services, compared to those who were not (Table 4). The associations took the same direction for the dependent variables “taken seriously” and “satisfied in general” (OR 4.44 and 5.97, respectively). Patients were less likely to be satisfied with the initial investigation, taken seriously, and satisfied in general with less agreement with the doctor’s explanation of the illness (Table 4).

Patterns of patient satisfaction – current regular GP last 12 months
In age adjusted multivariable logistic regression analyses of questions related to consultations with their current regular GP last 12 months, we found patient’s experiences mainly to be associated with two factors: number of GP visits last year (OR 5.38, CI 1.36-21.32 for 10 visits or more, compared to those with 1-4 visits), and duration of the current regular GP relationship (Table 5). The associations took the same direction for the dependent variables “My GP takes my problems seriously”, “My GP pays respect”, “My GP supports my views” and “My GP and I have a common understanding of my illness”, although not statistically significant for all of them (Table 5). Assessments were likely to be more positive in women whose GP relationship had lasted for 3 years or more, compared to those with a shorter relationship (Table 5), and even more so by those who reported more than ten visits compared to those with 1-4 visits last year (Table 5).
Discussion

The participants reported less negative experiences for the period of the last 12 months, compared to the initial phase. This may be due to their having time to find a “right” GP (perhaps sometimes by changing several times before being satisfied), and that the two parties have had time enough to get to know each other and “adapt” to each other. Some of the free-text comments support this interpretation: “Got lousy help from GP in the beginning. Had to change doctor”, and “I was not taken seriously. Got a new GP who believed in me”.

Initial phase

Logistic regression analyses revealed that the patient’s experiences were significantly associated with being referred to a specialist and agreeing in the doctor’s beliefs about the cause of their illness. All statistical significant findings in the initial phase were related to these two factors.

The importance of being referred to a specialist probably relates to the time-factor (shortly after illness onset), the diagnostic difficulties, and the severity of the condition. With a rare and debilitating illness as ME, it is understandable if people would prefer to have a specialist opinion on diagnosis. This is confirmed by previous research informed by adolescents and mothers of children with ME/CFS, who experienced a lack of knowledge about ME/CFS both in primary and secondary services (Beasant et al., 2014). The mothers experienced specialist ME/CFS services as useful because it “recognised and acknowledged their child’s condition and opened channels of dialogue between health-care professionals and education providers” (p. 134), and adolescents experienced that receiving specialist medical care enabled them to achieve better symptom management. Previous research substantiate these perceptions: non-experts on chronic fatigue have been shown to be 7.7 times more likely than experts (specialised in treating these patient) to perceive the aetiology of this condition as unclear, less likely to explain it as an immunological condition, and less
able or willing to diagnose it (Swoboda, 2008). These findings are supported by other studies, where GPs express a lack of confidence about deciding on the ME-diagnosis (Chew-Graham et al., 2010). In highly specialized health care systems, perceived needs to see doctors with specialised expertise (theoretical knowledge as well as clinical experience) seems to be common for people suffering from rare conditions (Budych et al. 2012).

Several free-text comments indicate that patients perceive a delayed diagnosis, which they relate to a delay in seeing a specialist, as having a long-term negative impact on their symptoms, and several of them report “going private” to be diagnosed. Even more commonly expressed is the view that GPs have limited knowledge about ME: “ME is a disease many GPs do not have knowledge about”, and “they know very little and nothing”. Lack of knowledge among GPs is one of the most frequently mentioned viewpoints in the free-text comments.

The need to see a specialist is understandable, but how the fulfilment of this need links to a higher degree of satisfaction on several different quality indicators related to GP consultations is not straightforward. Why does a meeting with specialists interfere with the ways in which the patients perceive the quality of their GPs? One explanation could be the symbolic value of this act: by referring the patient to a specialist, the GP demonstrates good intentions, and a determination to help the patient. As these are fundamental aspects in a trusting relation, referrals to specialist might foster patient’s trust in the GPs.

The statistically significant association between patient’s experiences and agreeing in the doctor’s beliefs about the cause of their illness is supported by previous research indicating that congruence in doctor-patient beliefs (including experiences of partnership and shared decision-making) are important in facilitating patient satisfaction (Budych et al., 2012; Serber et al., 2003; Street Jr et al., 2005; Ommen et al., 2011; Krupat et al., 2001). This does
not mean that diverging views necessarily leads to dis-satisfied patients, but that diverging views represent a challenge to the medical encounter.

The importance of a shared understanding between patient and doctor of what caused the illness touches on a very controversial debate about the aetiology of ME, a debate that has been going on ever since long-term exhaustion became defined as a medical condition in the second part of the 19th Century (Lian and Bondevik, 2015). The main site of tension is whether the exhaustions is psychogenic (caused by the mind) or somatic (caused by the physical body), or a blend of both. This relates to ME being a medically contested chronic condition that is difficult to identify, explain and cure with the aid of modern biomedical knowledge and technology. When disease cannot be confirmed by technological tests, when the border between somatic and psychiatric disorders is in dispute, and/or when the problem is systemic and cannot be localised in a particular body part, the condition often become medically contested (Lian and Nettleton, 2014). This must be seen in relation to its cultural context, particularly our dualistic thinking of psyche and soma, and the epistemological foundation of our medical cosmology (what we can know for certain is what we can observe via technological techniques). The modern biomedical cosmology is a way of knowing based on scientific knowledge and medical technology. Technologically generated findings provided by laboratory procedures and by mechanical and electronic devices play an important role in the diagnostic process (Jewson, 2009). Within this cosmology, invisible and medically unexplained symptoms become “matter out of place”. Those who experience the illness, and also interpret the ways in which it appears to them, have a different perspective on the phenomenon in question (the illness) than the medical one (an experiential perspective). These different perspectives are “at the root of the fundamental distortion of meaning in the physician-patient relationship (Toombs, 1992: xv). This complicates the collaboration between doctor and patient. In the case of ME, an additional challenge is that
doctors and patients often disagree on the nature of their ailment, including its name, its aetiology, and its treatment (Banks & Prior, 2001; Lian and Nettleton, 2014). When bodily problems are not identified by biomarkers, nor explained theoretically, they are often interpreted as “manifestations of the mind” (Nettleton et al., 2004: 63), and constructed as psychogenic in origin. In contemporary Western societies, where less physical means less real (Jutel, 2011: 13), the condition thereby “escape the reality principle by apparently existing only in terms of subjective experience” (Cohn, 1999: 195). When patients contest this interpretation, it reflects their desire to seek acceptance for having an actually existing disease and thus permission to be ill (Aronowitz, 1998; Nettleton et al., 2004; Nettleton, 2006).

In their free-text comments, the lack of mutual understanding is mentioned by several women, often in connection with a change of GPs: “I have also replaced GPs because of huge disagreements about the cause of the illness”. Several women experienced that their GPs did not think of ME as a disease or a legitimate diagnosis (“Some doctors did not ‘believe’ the illness”), that they disagreed with ME diagnosis set by other doctors (“my GP does not agree”), or that they did not believe that the patient had a disease (“I needed to understand that it was nothing wrong with me”). Several women stressed that ME “it is as physical as it can be”, and that a “psychic interpretation is directly health damaging for ME-sufferers”.

There is no reason to believe that members of the Norwegian ME-organisation differ significantly from non-members (or even from people suffering from other medically unexplained and contested conditions) in these matters. All over the Western world, ME-patients contest psychogenic aetiologies of their illness, as well as their treatment implications, in a wide range of public arenas: in virtual communities on the internet (Lian and Nettleton, 2014), in public media (de Wolfe, 2009), and in consultation rooms (Banks & Prior, 2001). The same debate is also found for other contested conditions, such as
fibromyalgia and multiple chemical sensitivity: patients often banish the possibility that their illness has a psychogenic origin, and express frustration at doctors who refuse to recognize their symptoms as signs of a “real” disease (Barker, 2008; Dumit, 2006). For these reasons, congruence in patient-doctor views is probably important not only for ME-patients, but also for other patients suffering from medically unexplained and contested conditions.

**Last 12 months**

Logistic regression analyses revealed that for all four quality aspects, the patient’s experiences were significantly associated with longer duration of their GP relation, and higher number of GP visits. Assessments were likely to be more positive in women whose GP relationship had lasted for 3 years or more compared to those with a shorter relationship (Table 5), and even more so by those who reported more than ten visits compared to those with 1-4 visits last year (Table 5).

We interpret both findings (e.g. duration over time and frequency) as an indication of the importance of “interpersonal continuity” in patient satisfaction. Interpersonal continuity refers to a longitudinal continuity in a personal relationship between patient and doctor that enhance personal trust, empathy, responsibility and mutual knowledge (knowledge not necessarily recorded in formal records, but accumulated through repeated meetings over a period of time) (Saultz & Albedaiwi, 2004; Haggerty et al., 2003). Positive experiences of past events nurture positive expectations of future events, and thereby interpersonal trust (Guthrie, 2008). Our findings are in line with previous research showing that continuity of care is associated with higher degree of patient satisfaction (Saultz & Albedaiwi, 2004; Raivio et al., 2014), especially for women with chronic conditions and low self-rated health (Nutting et al., 2003).
Based on free-text comments from some of the women, this satisfaction is usually not tied to the GPs knowledge about ME, or they ability to help them, but the extent to which they exhibit efforts to *try* to help: “I am very satisfied with my GP, she knows little about the disease but has shown an exceptional will to learn”.

**Explanatory factors: which is which?**

In studies of patient satisfaction, underlying theoretical assumptions are not always explicitly formulated or critically addressed, but they are always present. Emphasising individual variables, for instance, means that we perceive patient satisfaction either as a function of patient characteristics (such as low education in patients equals poor health literacy, defined as an individual’s ability to seek, understand, and use health information, which again affect their health communication in clinical setting), as a function of the way they are treated by the doctor, or a combination of the two. Individual and relational factors are closely intertwined, but which is which? According to a review article, doctors practice a more directive and less participatory consulting style with patients from lower socioeconomic positions, compared to patients from higher socioeconomic positions (Willems *et al.*, 2005: 143). Does this mean that doctors treat patients differently, according to their socioeconomic position, or that socioeconomic position affects the ways in which patients behave? While trying to understand the complex mechanisms underlying patient satisfaction, such difficult questions can only be discussed – not answered.

**Limitations**

Our data is collected from a patient organization, which means that we have not reached non-organised ME-sufferers. This means that they could describe their experiences without fearing negative consequences for their relation with their GPs, but it could also limit the validity of our data. Because the questionnaire was distributed via email, only half of the members received the invitation (those who had given their email address). If the receiving
group was biased in terms of age and education, we might have a selection bias that could have influenced our results. This bias does not necessarily exist in a country where 93 % of the households have internet access (Statistics Norway, 2012). We do, however, expect to have a selection bias towards those that are less seriously affected (because they do not have the ability to participate). Other limitations of our study relates to the more general weaknesses of survey data related to patient satisfaction: the respondents might have different standards for acceptable care, and they might define core concepts differently (especially in our case, as our questions entail complicated concepts like respect and trust), and thereby interpret the questions differently. Also, they might not remember things that happened a long time ago (some questions require that they remember what happened several years ago, and the ways in which they interpret these experiences in retrospect might change over the years, as things progress).

**Conclusion**

The results of our analyses illuminates the importance of relational factors in facilitating patient satisfaction in relation to several aspects of the medical encounter: patient’s sense of partnership and shared decision-making, experience of being taken seriously and being paid due respect, and congruence in the ways in which doctor and patient understand their illness. Whereas the association between patient satisfaction and relational factors were statistically significant, patient’s education and health status were not. This was found for both phases and all seven models. Contrary to much previous research, none of the individual factors (education and self-rated health) were statistically significantly associated with patient satisfaction in any of the models, although there was a non-significant tendency that those reporting lower self-rated health were less satisfied.
In our study of ME patients, relational factors did outweigh the importance of more individual factors, even education and health status, two factors usually found to be important explanatory factors in studies of patient satisfaction. We interpret this finding as related to the condition of the patients we have studied: a medically contested stigmatising low-status diagnosis with disputed aetiologies, gendered connotations, uncertain duration, no reliable biomarkers and no known medical cure. It might be the contested nature of ME that make relational factors so important.
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Endnotes

1 All inhabitants are allocated to a named GP (if they so wish), of their own choice, and they are allowed to change GPs twice a year. About 99.6 percent of the population is enrolled in this system (Hansen et al, 2014).
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